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TopXNotes Valentine's and Presidents Weekend Sale
Published on 02/14/09
Tropical Software today announces a TopXNotes Macworld promotion. TopXNotes is an
award-winning full-featured personal note manager. TopXNotes is available for a special
discount starting immediately through Presidents Day - offer ends February 17, 2009.
TopXNotes has been awarded 4 out of 5 mice by Macworld magazine in their "Summer of Mac
Gems" series of reviews and 9 of 10 by Macsimum News. Get organized with TopXNotes and
save today.
Neptune Beach, FL - Tropical Software today announces a TopXNotes Macworld promotion.
TopXNotes is an award-winning full-featured personal note manager. TopXNotes is available
for a discount of $10 off on TopXNotes starting immediately through Presidents Day (ends
February 17, 2009).
TopXNotes 1.4.0 is now better than ever, and now contains our wildly popular iPod
features. We have also added one of our most requested features - Spell Checking. There is
now also an option to insert the date and time, and we have made several changes to make
notes easier to navigate, as well as some changes to make secure notes even more secure.
Unless you are full time manger you don't need a note or task manager that takes more time
to learn than its intended purpose. You need a simple, easy to learn, easy to use personal
note and task manager, like TopXNotes.
With versatile, easy to learn and easy to use TopXNotes you can:
* Create notes easily
* Access your key notes instantly
* View notes in multiple ways
* Organize your important information
* Secure critical information
TopXNotes has been awarded 4 out of 5 mice by Macworld magazine in their "Summer of Mac
Gems" series of reviews and 9 of 10 by Macsimum News. TopXNotes was favored by the
Macworld reviewer for its "clean, single window interface that puts controls for
highlighting and marking up your text right at your fingertips," as well as for its
exclusive QuickNotes feature.
TopXNotes is a full-featured personal note manager. Create, view and multiview, organize,
and instantly access your Mac notes with TopXNotes. You can also encrypt sensitive
information to protect it and create iPod notes with TopXNotes. Get Organized With
TopXNotes and Save Today.
TopXNotes 1.4.0:
http://www.tropic4.com/
Download TopXNotes:
http://www.tropic4.com/download/TopXNotes.zip
Purchase TopXNotes:
http://store.tropic4.com/Item.html?ID=20429
Screenshot:
http://www.tropic4.com/leopard.html
Screenshot/App Icon:
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http://www.tropic4.com/productstopxnotesmvL.html

Tropical Software has been producing fine productivity applications since 2003 as best
demonstrated by it's flagship product, TopXNotes is a modern personal note organizing
tool. TopXNotes emphasizes our dedication to providing easy to use and learn to use Mac
productivity tools.
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